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Abstract
Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra of Cartan type. In this paper, we construct the simple
L-modules having nonsingular characters and some simple modules with singular characters.
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0. Introduction
Let L be a simple restricted Lie algebra of Cartan type over an algebraically closed field
F with characteristic p  5. Let χ ∈ L∗ = HomF (L,F ). A L-module M has character χ
provided that Dpm − D[p]m = χ(D)pm for D ∈ L and m ∈ M . By [7, Theorem 2.5,
p. 207], every simple module has a character. If M is a L-module with χ = 0, then we call
M a restricted L-module; if χ = 0, then M is called a nonrestricted L-module.
Let L =∑i Li be the standard grading on L and put Li =∑ji Lj . The height ht(χ)
of the character χ is defined by:
ht(χ) = min{i −1 ∣∣ χ(Li)= 0}.E-mail address: cwzhang@xmu.edu.cn.
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C. Zhang / Journal of Algebra 290 (2005) 408–432 409In 1941, Chang [1] worked with the smallest Witt algebra W(1,1) and determined all
the simple modules with arbitrary characters. Later, Strade [9] gave proofs of many of
Chang’s results in a different approach. Koreshkov [6] studied the next smallest Witt alge-
bra W(2,1).
Initiated by Holmes [2], the nonrestricted simple L-modules for the arbitrary rank have
been studied. Through the papers [2,4,11], the simple modules with character height not
greater than one have been completely classified, and their dimension formulas obtained.
This paper is aimed at constructing the simple L-modules with character height greater
than one. We prove that, for “most” of the characters with height greater than one, the
simple u(L,χ)-module is induced by its unique simple u(L0, χ)-submodule.
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 1, we give a description of the restricted
Cartan type Lie algebras. In Section 2, we define the nonsingular and singular characters,
and prove the simplicity of the induced module Zχ for the nonsingular χ . In Section 3, we
study the singular characters. For a class of which, namely, the ∆-invertible characters we
prove the simplicity of Zχ . Finally, we present the main results in Section 4.
1. Preliminaries
In this section we describe the simple restricted Lie algebra of Cartan type, drawing
most of the notation and results from [7]. Fix n ∈ N and let a, b ∈ Zn. We write a  b
if ai  bi for all 1  i  n and we write a < b if a  b but a = b. If a, b  0, define(
a
b
)=∏i (aibi
)
, where
(
ai
bi
)
is the usual binomial coefficient with the convention that
(
ai
bi
)= 0
unless bi  ai . Set C := {a ∈ Zn | 0 a  τ }, where τ := (p − 1, . . . , p − 1). The divided
power algebra A = A(n,1) is the associative F -algebra having F -basis {x(a) | a ∈ C} and
multiplication subject to the rule
x(a)x(b) =
{(
a+b
a
)
x(a+b), a + b τ ,
0, otherwise.
(1) Given a ∈ Zn, set |a| = ∑i ai . Defining Ak = 〈x(a) | a ∈ C, |a| = k〉 and Wk =∑
j Ak+1Dj , we have the simple restricted Witt algebra W = W(n,1) =
⊕sW
i=−1 Wi ,
where
sW = n(p − 1)− 1 = |τ | − 1, W−1 =
n∑
i=1
FDi.
There are standard basis of W will be referred to in the following:
{
x(a)Di
∣∣ a ∈ C, i = 1, . . . , n}.
(2) Suppose n 3, we introduce the mappings
{
A → W(n,1),Dij :
f → Dj(f )Di −Di(f )Dj .
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S = S(n,1) = 〈Dij (f ) ∣∣ f ∈ A, 1 i < j  n〉.
S =⊕sSi=−1 S ∩Wi is graded with sS = n(p − 1)− 2 = |τ | − 2. S−1 = W−1.
By [7, Lemma 3.2, p. 155], [Dk,Dij (f )] = Dij (Dk(f )), for all f ∈ A(n,1). A standard
basis of S is the one taken from the following set:
{
Dijx
(a)
∣∣ 1 i < j  n, a ∈ C}.
(3) Let r ∈ N and define
σ(i) =
{1, 0 i  r ,
−1, r < i  2r .
For 1 i  2r , put i′ = i + σ(i)r .
Define DH :A(2r,1) → W(2r,1) by means of
DH(f ) :=
2r∑
j=1
σ(j)Dj (f )Dj ′ .
Then by [7], H ′ = DH(A(2r,1)) is a Lie subalgebra of W(2r,1). Its subalgebra
H = H(2r,1) = 〈DHx(a) ∣∣ 0 a < τ 〉
is called the simple restricted Hamiltonian Lie algebra. H is a graded subalgebra of W with
length sH = n(p−1)−3 = |τ |−3. Directly by the definition, we have DHx(i ) = σ(i)Di′ .
Hence we have H−1 = W−1.
By [7, Lemma 4.3, p. 164], [DHx(a),Di] = −DHx(a−i ). The set of vectors
{
DHx
(a)
∣∣ 0 < a < τ}
is referred to as the standard basis of H .
(4) Let r ∈ N and put n = 2r + 1, A = A(n,1), W = W(n,1). Define a linear mapping
DK :A → W by means of
DK(f ) =
n∑
j=1
fjDj ,
where
fj = xjDn(f )+ σ
(
j ′
)
Dj ′(f ), j  2r,
fn = 2f −
2r∑
σ(j)xjfj ′ .
j=1
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A(2r + 1,1) is a Lie algebra; we denote this Lie algebra by K ′(2r + 1,1). We define
‖a‖ = |a| + an + 2 for a ∈ C. The vector spaces K ′(2r + 1,1)i := 〈x(a) | ‖a‖ = i〉 define a
gradation on K ′(2r + 1,1).
The simple restricted contact Lie algebra is then
K = K(2r + 1,1) =
{
K ′(2r + 1,1), n+ 3 ≡ 0 mod (p),⊕
a<τ Fx
(a), n+ 3 ≡ 0 mod (p).
There are standard basis vectors of K will be referred in the following sections:
{ {x(a) | a ∈ C}, n+ 3 ≡ 0 mod (p),
{x(a) | a < τ }, n+ 3 ≡ 0 mod (p).
Throughout this paper, we denote for the contact algebra K
D1 := x(1), . . . , Dn−1 := x(n−1), Dn := 1
(note that this usage of the notation Di ’s is different from our convention).
Thus, we have K−2 = FDn and K−1 =∑n−1i=1 FDi .
We list some rules to be used in the following sections (see [7, p. 173]):
〈
Dn,x
(a)
〉= 2x(a−n), (1)〈
Dj,x
(a)
〉= σ(j)x(a−j ′ ) + (aj + 1)x(a+j−n), 1 j  2r. (2)
In this paper, we assume that χ(LsL−δLK ) = 0, i.e., ht(χ) = h sL − δLK .
2. The nonsingular characters
Let L =⊕sLi=−1−δLK Li be the restricted simple Lie algebra of Cartan type. χ ∈ L∗ =
HomF (L,F ) is a character with height ht(χ) = h. For any simple u(L0, χ)-module, the
induced u(L,χ)-module Zχ is defined by
Zχ := u(L,χ)⊗u(L0,χ) M.
By the PBW theorem, any v ∈ Zχ can be expressed uniquely in the form v =∑s∈C Ds ⊗
u(s) with u(s) ∈ M , where Ds := Ds1Ds2 · · ·Dsn . Let |s| be the sum ∑ni=1 si . As in [9],
we use o(a) to denote the summation
∑
|s|<a Ds ⊗ u(s) ∈ Zχ . For the convenience, we
sometimes simply write the Lie product [ , ] as the usual product.
2.1. Lemma. Let v =∑|s|a Ds ⊗ u(s) ∈ Zχ be an eigenvector for some f ∈ L2+δLK .
Then for all s, |s| = a, the nonzero u(s)’s are all the eigenvectors of f with the same
eigenvalue.
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ξv = f v =
∑
|s|a
Ds ⊗ f u(s)+
∑
|s|a
n∑
i=1
siD
s−i ⊗ (fDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1).
This implies that ξ
∑
|s|=a Ds ⊗u(s) =
∑
|s|=a Ds ⊗f u(s). Then we have f u(s) = ξu(s),
for every s, |s| = a. 
2.2. Lemma [7, Lemma 7.2(1), p. 230]. Let L be a linear Lie algebra of a finite-
dimensional vector space V . Suppose that A is a Lie subalgebra of L. If [A,A] consists of
nilpotent transformations and if F contains all eigenvalues for every x ∈ A, there exists a
common eigenvector v = 0.
With our assumption that F is algebraically closed, 2.2 then says that every simple
A-submodule of V is 1-dimensional.
We assume in the following that 2 h sL − δLK .
2.3. Proposition. Let L be a simple restricted Cartan type Lie algebra. Assume χ ∈ L∗
and ht(χ) = h, (i1, i2, . . . , in) is a rearrangement of the sequence (1,2, . . . , n). Fixing r
with 1  r  n, if there exist elements f1, f2, . . . , fr ∈ Lk , for some k  h, such that the
matrix
χ




f1
f2
...
fr

 (Di1,Di2, . . . ,Din)


is in the form (Ar|0), where Ar = (aij ) is an invertible r × r matrix, then every simple
u(Lh−1, χ)-submodule of Zχ is 1-dimensional. Moreover, if we denote it by Fv, where
v =∑|s|a Ds ⊗ u(s), then for all s, |s| = a, we have si1 = · · · = sir = 0.
Proof. Without the loss of generality, we assume that
χ




f1
f2
...
fr

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)

= (Ar|0).
Let M be a simple u(Lh−1, χ)-submodule of Zχ . Since h  2, [Lh−1,Lh−1] ⊆ Lh, it
follows that χ([Lh−1,Lh−1]) = 0. By 2.2, M is 1-dimensional. Let M = Fv, where v =∑
|s|a Ds ⊗ u(s). fj applied to v, j = 1, . . . , r, we have
0 = fjv =
∑
Ds ⊗ fju(s)+
∑ n∑
siD
s−i ⊗ (fjDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1)|s|a |s|a i=1
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∑
|s|=a
n∑
i=1
siD
s−i ⊗ (fjDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1).
It follows that
∑
|s|=a
∑n
i=1 siDs−i ⊗ (fjDi)u(s) = 0.
Since fjDi ∈ Lh−1, v is an eigenvector of fjDi . Then we have (fjDi)u(s) = ajiu(s),
for all s, |s| = a. It follows that
∑
|s|=a
r∑
i=1
siD
s−i ⊗ ajiu(s) = 0.
Let t = s − i . We have
∑
|t |=a−1
r∑
i=1
(ti + 1)Dt ⊗ ajiu(t + i) = 0.
This implies for every t with |t | = a − 1, we get
r∑
i=1
aji(ti + 1)u(t + i) = 0, j = 1, . . . , r.
Since |Ar| = 0, we have (ti + 1)u(t + i) = 0, for i = 1, . . . , r.
Therefore, we have siu(s) = 0, for all s, |s| = a, and for all i = 1, . . . , r. 
Definition. Let χ ∈ L∗ and ht(χ) = h, 2  h  sL − δLK . We define the characteristic
matrix of L associated with χ to be Aχ := χ(A), where the matrix A is given by
(a) for L = W,S,H ,
A :=


f1
f2
...
fl

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn),
(b) for L = K ,
A = A1 ⊕A2 :=


f1
f2
...
fl

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn−1)⊕


g1
g2
...
gm

Dn,
where {f1, . . . , fl} is a standard basis of Lh and {g1, . . . , gm} is the one for Lh+1; the direct
sum of two matrices A1 and A2 is the block matrix
(A1 0
0 A2
)
. If rankAχ = n, χ is referredto as nonsingular; if rank Aχ = r< n, then χ is referred to as singular with rank r.
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L = K).
From the definition of L, it is not hard to see that for each h, 2  h  sL − δLK ,
dimF Lh−1 = t  n2, with the equality holds only for L = W and h = sL.
We write Aut(L) for the group of restricted automorphisms of L (Φ :L → L is re-
stricted provided that Φ(D[p]) = Φ(D)[p] for all D ∈ L). Let Φ ∈ Aut(L) and let MΦ be
a L-module having M as its underlying vector space and L-action given by x ·m = Φ(x)m,
for x ∈ L and m ∈ M , where the action on the right is the given one. Then MΦ is simple if
and only if M is. If M has character χ , then it is easy to check that MΦ has character χΦ ,
where χΦ(x) = χ(Φ(x)) for x ∈ L. We have ht(χΦ) = ht(χ) by [2, 1.2]. Let θ :V → U
be a linear transformations of vector spaces over F . If V =⊕Vi and U =⊕Ui , we say
θ is homogeneous provided θ(Vi) ⊆ Ui for each i.
Putting Aut∗(L) = {Φ ∈ Aut(L) | Φ is homogeneous} and Aut1(L) = {Φ ∈ Aut(L) |
(Φ − 1L)(Li) ⊆ Li+1 for each i}, then by [10, Theorem 2], Aut(L) = Aut∗(L) Aut1(L).
2.4. Proposition. Let Aut(L) be the restricted automorphisms of L. Then for every Φ ∈
Aut(L),
rankAχ = rankAχΦ .
Proof. It suffices to check for Φ ∈ Aut∗(L)∪ Aut1(L).
(a) For L = W,S,H , if Φ ∈ Aut∗(L), then there exist invertible matrices P and Q,
such that
Φ(D1,D2, . . . ,Dn) = (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)P,
Φ(f1, f2, . . . , fl) = (f1, f2, . . . , fl)Q.
Then χΦ(A) = χ(Φ(A)) = χ(QT AP) = QT χ(A)P , hence rankAχΦ = rankAχ .
If Φ ∈ Aut1(L), then by [10, Theorem 1], we have Φ = 1L + adx + ψ , where x ∈ L1
and ψ ∈ Hom2(L,L) := {ψ ∈ HomF (L,L) | ψ(Li) ⊂ Li+2}. Then we have
χΦ(A) = χ(Φ(A))= χ




f1 + f¯1
f2 + f¯2
...
fl + f¯l

 (D1 + v1,D2 + v2, . . . ,Dn + vn)

 ,
where f¯i ∈ Lh+1 and vi ∈ L0. Since χ(Lh) = 0, we have AχΦ = Aχ .
(b) For L = K , the case Φ ∈ Aut1(L) can be proved by a method similar to that used
above. Taking Φ ∈ Aut∗(L), then there are invertible matrices Qh, Qh+1 and P such that
Φ(D1,D2, . . . ,Dn) = (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)
(
P 0
0 c
)
,Φ(f1, f2, . . . , fl) = (f1, f2, . . . , fl)Qh,
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where 0 = c ∈ F . Then we have
Aχ
Φ = χ(Φ(A))
= χ

Q
T
h


f1
f2
...
fl

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn−1)P

⊕ χ

Q
T
h+1


g1
g2
...
gm

 cDn


= (QTh ⊕QTh+1)Aχ
(
P 0
0 c
)
.
It is clear that rankAχΦ = rankAχ . 
2.5. Theorem. If χ is nonsingular, then for any simple u(L0, χ)-module M , the induced
module Zχ = u(L,χ)⊗u(L0,χ) M is simple.
Proof. (a) Let L = W,S,H . If χ is nonsingular, then the characteristic matrix Aχ has an
invertible n × n minor. So there exist n standard basis vectors f1, . . . , fn in Lh, such that
the n× n matrix (χ(fiDj )) is invertible.
Let M ′ be a simple u(L0, χ)-submodule of Zχ . Take a simple u(Lh−1, χ)-submodule
of M ′, denoted N . By 2.3, N is 1-dimensional. Let N = Fv, where v =∑|s|a Ds ⊗u(s).
Again by 2.3, we have s1 = · · · = sn = 0, for all s, |s| = a. Consequently a = 0, hence
v ∈ M . Since M is a simple u(L0, χ)-module, M = M ′, i.e., Zχ has as the unique simple
u(L0, χ)-submodule M . It follows that Zχ is a simple u(L,χ)-module.
(b) Let L = K . If χ is nonsingular, by the definition, there exists g ∈ Lh+1 such that
χ(gDn) = c = 0. Since ht(χ) = h, χ(gDi) = 0, for every i, 1  i  n − 1. Let M ′ be a
simple u(L0, χ)-submodule of Zχ , and let N = Fv be a simple u(Lh−1, χ)-submodule
of M ′. Since χ(gD1, . . . , gDn) = (0, . . . ,0, c), applying 2.3, we have
v =
∑
|s|a
Ds ⊗ u(s),
where sn = 0 for all s, |s| = a.
Since χ is nonsingular, there also exist basis vectors f1, . . . , fn−1 ∈ Lh such that the
matrix (χ(fiDj ))n−1i,j=1 is invertible. Applying fj to v, i = 1, . . . , n − 1, in the light of the
proof of 2.3, we have s1 = · · · = sn−1 = 0, for all s, |s| = a. This implies that a = 0, hence
v ∈ M . Thus, Zχ has as the unique simple u(L0, χ)-submodule M . It follows that Zχ is a
simple u(L,χ)-module. 
2.6. Proposition. Let L = W,S,H,K . Every character χ with ht(χ) = h < p − 2 + δLW
is nonsingular.
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a  b if a1 = b1, . . . , ai−1 = bi−1, ai > bi , for some 1 i  n.
We proceed by determining an invertible submatrix of the characteristic matrix Aχ .
For L = W , let a be a minimal element in the set {a ∈ C | |a| = h and χ(x(a)Di) = 0 for
some i}. Assume χ(x(a)Di) = c = 0. Since ∑nj=1 aj = h < p − 1, we have x(a+j )Di ∈
Wh, j = 1, . . . , n. Let
A′ := χ




x(a+1)Di
x(a+2)Di
...
x(a+n)Di

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)

 .
For L = S, let a be a minimal element in the set {a ∈ C | x(a) ∈ Ah+1 and χ(Dij x(a)) =
0 for some i < j}. Fixing the ordered pair (i, j) such that χ(Dij x(a)) = c = 0, it is easy
to see that Dijx(a+1), . . . ,Dij x(a+n) are linearly independent in Sh. Taking a basis of Sh
containing these n elements, then we let
A′ := χ




Dijx
(a+1)
Dij x
(a+2)
...
Dij x
(a+n)

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)

 .
For L = H , by the definition in Section 1, we have Hh−1 = 〈DHx(a) | |a| = h+ 1〉. Let
a be a minimal element of the set {a ∈ C | DHx(a) ∈ Hh−1 and χ(DHx(a)) = 0}. Assume
χ(DHx
(a)) = c. Let
A′ := χ




DHx
(a+1)
DHx
(a+2)
...
DHx
(a+n)

 (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)

 .
In each of these three cases, A′ is a submatrix of the characteristic matrix Aχ . By the
minimality of a we have A′ is lower triangular with each diagonal entry c. Hence χ is
nonsingular.
For L = K , we define a partial order on the set of standard basis vectors of Kh−1
as follows: x(a)  x(b) if and only if a  b, where a  b if an < bn, or an = bn, a1 =
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set {x(a) ∈ Kh−1 | χ(x(a)) = 0}. Assume that χ(x(a)) = c. Taking the n× n matrix
A′ := χ




x(a+1)
x(a+2)
...
x(a+n−1)

 (D1′ , . . . ,Dr ′ ,D1, . . . ,Dr)

⊕ χ
(〈
x(a+n),Dn
〉)
,
by the minimality of x(a), A′ is in the form
(
A′11 0
0 c
)
, where A′11 is lower triangular with
diagonal entries each equals c. Thus, A′ is invertible. It is clear that by rearranging the
columns of A′ we get a submatrix of the characteristic matrix Aχ . Therefore, χ is nonsin-
gular. 
The following examples shows that the converse of the proposition also holds.
Examples. (1) Let L = W and h = p − 1. Then Wh−1 = 〈x(a)Di |∑nj=1 aj = p − 1〉. Let
χ ∈ L∗ such that χ |Wh−1 is defined by
χ
(
x(a)Di
)=
{1, if a = (p − 1)n and i = 1,
0, otherwise.
(2) Let L = S and h = p−2. It is easy to check that B := {Dn−1,nx(a) | Dn−1,nx(a) = 0
and |a| = p − 1} is a linearly independent set. Taking a standard basis of Sh−1 contain-
ing B, let χ ∈ S∗ such that χ |Sh−1 is defined by
χ
(
Dijx
(a)
)=
{1, if a = (p − 1)n and (i, j) = (n− 1, n),
0, otherwise.
(3) Let L = H and h = p − 2. We take χ ∈ L∗ such that χ |Lh−1 is defined by
χ
(
DHx
(a)
)=
{1, if a = (p − 1)n,
0, otherwise.
(4) Let L = K and h = p − 2. We take χ ∈ K∗ such that χ |Kh−1 is defined by
χ
(
x(a)
)=
{1, if a = (p − 1)n−1,
0, otherwise.
Denote n− (r + 1)δLK by n′, then it is easy to check that χ([Lh,Dn′ ]) = 0 in each of the
four cases above, i.e., χ is singular.
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In this section, we study the singular characters with some of which we construct the
simple L-modules.
3.1. Lemma. Let L be a restricted simple algebra of Cartan type. Let Aut∗(L) be the
restricted homogeneous automorphisms of L. Then we have
Aut∗(L)|L−1 = G(L−1) :=
{GL(L−1), for L = W,S,
CSP(L−1), for L = H,K.
Proof. Let Φ ∈ Aut∗(L). By [10, Theorem 2], there exists
φ ∈ G(A1) :=
{GL(A1), if L = W,S,
CSP(A1), if L = H,K ,
such that Φ(D) = φ−1Dφ for all D ∈ L, where A1 = 〈x1, . . . , xn−δLK 〉.
Let L = W,S,H . For the basis {D1, . . . ,Dn} of L−1, assume that
Φ(D1,D2, . . . ,Dn) = (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn)P,
φ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)Q.
Then we have
Φ(Di)(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = φ−1Diφ(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
= φ−1Di(x1, x2, . . . , xn)Q
= (bi1, bi2, . . . , bin)
= (bi1D1 + · · · + binDn)(x1, . . . , xn).
It follows that
Φ(Di) = bi1D1 + · · · + binDn = (D1, . . . ,Dn)(bi1, . . . , bin)T .
Then we have P = QT .
For L = K , taking a basis for K−1: fi := σ(i′)Di′ , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Then it follows
that fi(xj ) = δij . Assume that
Φ(f1, f2, . . . , fn−1) = (f1, f2, . . . , fn−1)P,
φ(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)Q.
Then by similar steps as above, we have P = QT .
Since the map µ : Aut∗(L) → G(A−1), µ(Φ) = φ is surjective by [10, Theorem 2],Q runs through G(A1). Then P runs through G(L1). 
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Theorem 6.3, p. 351], there exists a basis of V , such that the matrix of B relative to which
has the form diag{T , . . . , T }, where T = ( 0 1−1 0 ). We refer to such a basis as an alternate
basis of V .
3.2. Lemma. Let B be a nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear form on the vec-
tor space V . Assume B1 := {u1, v1, . . . , uk, vk, uk+1, . . . , us} is a set of linearly in-
dependent vectors in V such that the matrix of B relative to which is in the form
diag{T , . . . , (k)T ,0, . . . ,0}, then B1 can be extended to an alternate basis of V .
Proof. Let U be the linear span of B1. We proceed by an induction on s − k.
If s − k = 0, then B|U is nondegenerate and B1 is an alternate basis of U . Then B|U⊥
is also nondegenerate. Let B2 be an alternate basis of U⊥. Then B1 ∪ B2 is an alternate
basis of V .
For s − k > 0, let C := 〈u1, v1, . . . , uk, vk〉⊥. Then uk+1, . . . , us ∈ C and B|C is non-
degenerate. Let Θ := {uk+1, . . . , us, . . . , un} be a basis of C, where n = dimFV . We take
the following linear system of equations:
B(x,uj ) = δj,k+1, j = k + 1, . . . , n. ()
Since the coefficient matrix of () equals the matrix of B|C relative to Θ , it is invertible.
Then () has a unique solution vk+1 ∈ C. It follows that the matrix of B relative to B1 ∪
{vk+1} is in the form diag{T , . . . , (k+1)T ,0, . . . ,0}. By the induction hypothesis, the lemma
then follows. 
3.3. Proposition. Assume χ is singular with rank r and ht(χ) = h. Then
(a) for L = W,S, there exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(L) such that AχΦ = (A0|0), where the l×r matrix
A0 has rank r, equivalently,
χΦ
([Lh,Di])= 0, for every i = r+ 1, . . . , n;
(b) for L = H = H(2r,1), there exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(L) and k  r such that
χΦ
([Lh,Di])= 0, for all i ∈ I := {1,1′, . . . , k, k′, k + 1, . . . , s},
where Card.(I) = 2k + s = n− r;
(c) for L = K = K(2r + 1,1), there exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(L) and k  r such that
χΦ
(〈Lh,Di〉)= 0, for all i ∈ J := {1,1′, . . . , k, k′, k + 1, . . . , s},
where Card.(J) = s + 2k = n− 1 − r+ rankχ(A2).
Proof. (a) For L = W,S, since rank Aχ = r < n, then there exists elementary column
operations Pi , i = 1, . . . , s, such that AχP1 · · ·Ps = (A′|0), where the l × r matrix A′ has
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(f1, . . . , fl)Q, then we have
Aχ
Φ = χΦ




f1
...
fl

 (D1, . . . ,Dn)

= χ

QT


f1
...
fl

 (D1, . . . ,Dn)P


= QT AχP = QT (A′|0) = (QT A′|0) = (A0|0),
where P = P1 · · ·Ps and A0 := QT A′.
(b) For L = H , since rankAχ = r, then the solution space of the homogeneous linear
equation system with coefficient matrix Aχ is (n − r)-dimensional. Hence there exists a
(n − r)-dimensional subspace of L−1, denoted P, such that χ([Lh,P]) = 0. Recall the
nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear form defined on L−1 in [10]:
B(Di,Dj ) = σ(i)δij ′ .
By [5, Theorem 6.3, p. 351], there exists a basis of P: u1, v1, . . . , uk, vk, uk+1, . . . , us , the
matrix of B|P relative to which is in the form diag{T , . . . , (k)T ,0, . . . ,0}. By 3.2, this basis
can be extended to an alternate basis V : u1, v1, . . . , ur , vr .
Define a linear transformation T on L−1:
{
Tui = Di,
Tvi = Di′ , i = 1, . . . , r.
Since T is the transformation between two alternate bases, T ∈ CSP(L−1). By 3.1, there
exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(H), such that Φ|L−1 = T−1. By the definition of T, we have that
χΦ([Lh,Di]) = 0, for every i ∈ I.
(c) For L = K , since χ is singular, rankχ(A1) + rankχ(A2) = r < n. Using a similar
argument as that in the case L = H , we have that there exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(K) such that
xΦ(〈Kh,Di〉) = 0 for every i ∈ J. 
3.4. Lemma [7, Theorems 7.2–7.5, p. 187]. The simple restricted Cartan type Lie algebra
L is generated by L−1 ⊕L1.
3.5. Proposition. Assume χ ∈ L∗ is singular with rank r and ht(χ) = h. Then
(a) if L = W , then h (n− r)(p − 1);
(b) if L = S,H,K , then h (n− r)(p − 1)− 1.
Proof. (a) L = W . By 3.3, there exists Φ ∈ Aut∗(W), such that χΦ([Wh,Di]) = 0,
i = r + 1, . . . , n. Taking x(a)Di ∈ Wh−1 with χΦ(x(a)Di) = 0. By 3.4 and 3.3, x(a)Di =
[Dk,x(a+k)Di] for some k, 1 k  r. It then follows that ar+1 = · · · = an = p − 1. Oth-
erwise χΦ([Dj,x(a+j )Di]) = 0 for the j satisfying r + 1  j  n and aj < p − 1. We
then have ht(χ) = |a| (n− r)(p − 1).
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r + 1, . . . , n. Taking Dijx(a) ∈ Lh−1 with χΦ(Dij x(a)) = 0. By 3.4 and 3.3, Dijx(a) =
[Dk,Dij x(a+k)] for some k, 1 k  r. Then by a similar argument as that used for L = W ,
we have ar+1 = · · · = an = p − 1. It follows that ht(χ) = |a| − 1 (n− r)(p − 1)− 1.
Recall the notation I and J.
L = H . With a replacement of Dij by DH in the argument above, we have by 3.3 that
ai = p − 1, for every i ∈ I. It then follows that ht(χ) = |a| − 1 (n− r)(p − 1)− 1.
L = K . By definition, rankχ(A1)+ rankχ(A2) = r< n.
If χ(A2) = 0, then rankχ(A1) = r − 1. By 3.3, there exist Φ ∈ Aut∗(K) such that
χΦ(〈Kh,Di〉) = 0, for every i ∈ J. Since Card.(J) = n− r and n /∈ J in this case, a similar
argument as that used in the case L = W applied, we get ht(χ) = h (n− r)(p − 1)− 1.
If χ(A2) = 0, then we have rank χ(A1) = r. By 3.3, there exist Φ ∈ Aut∗(K) such
that and χΦ(〈Kh,Di〉) = 0 = χΦ(〈Kh+1,Dn〉), for every i ∈ J. Taking x(a) ∈ Kh−1 with
χΦ(x(a)) = 0, by 3.3 we have x(a) = 〈Dk,x(a+k)〉 for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}\J. A similar
argument as that used in the case L = W applied, we have ai = p−1 = an, for every i ∈ J.
Since Card.(J) = n−r−1 in this case, we have ht(χ) = ‖a‖−1 (n−r+1)(p−1)−1 >
(n− r)(p − 1)− 1. 
Let v1, . . . , vt be a fixed ordered basis of Lh−1. Identifying L∗h−1 with the affine space
F t by the map η: η(ω) = (ω(v1), . . . ,ω(vt )), for all ω ∈ L∗h−1. Then a different choice of
the basis results in only an automorphism of the variety F t , and an automorphism of its
coordinate algebra F [x1, . . . , xt ].
For L = W,S,H , let Fh := {f1, . . . , fl} be a basis of Lh, and Fh−1 := {v1, . . . , vt }
be a basis of Lh−1. Suppose fpDq = ∑ti=1 cpqi vi , 1  p  l, 1  q  n, cpqi ∈ F . Let
Tpq =∑ti=1 cpqi xi ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ].
For each selection of n elements of Fh: {fi1, . . . , fin}, 1 i1 < · · · < in  l, we define
a polynomial Di1...in ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ] as
Di1...in := det(Tipq)np,q=1.
For L = K , let Fh−1 := {v1, . . . , vt } be a basis of Lh−1, Fh := {f1, . . . , fl} be a basis of
Lh, and Fh+1 := {g1, . . . , gm} be a basis of Lh+1. Suppose
fpDq =
t∑
i=1
c
pq
i vi, 1 p  l, 1 q  n− 1, cpqi ∈ F,
and suppose
gpDn =
t∑
i=1
c
pn
i vi, 1 p m.
Denote Tpq :=∑ti=1 cpqi xi ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ], 1 p  l, 1 q  n − 1, and denote Tpn :=∑t
i=1 c
pn
i xi ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ], 1  p  m. For each selection of n elements of Fh ∪ Fh+1:
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Di1...in ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ] as
Di1...in := Di1...in−1Din ,
where Di1...in−1 := det(Tipq)n−1p,q=1 and Din := Tinn.
For L = W,S,H , let ht(χ) = h. We have
χ is singular ⇔ detχ((fi1, . . . , fin)T (D1, . . . ,Dn))= 0,
for each selection of Fh: fi1, . . . , fin
⇔ Di1...in (χ |Lh−1) = 0, for each selection of Fh: fi1, . . . , fin
⇔ χ |Lh−1 is a common zero of all Di1...in’s.
For L = K , let ht(χ) = h, we have
χ is singular ⇔ detχ((fi1, . . . , fin−1)T (D1, . . . ,Dn−1)⊕ ginDn)= 0,
for each selection of Fh ∪ Fh+1: fi1, . . . , fin−1, gin
⇔ detχ((fi1, . . . , fin−1)T (D1, . . . ,Dn−1))χ(ginDn) = 0,
for each selection of Fh ∪ Fh+1: fi1, . . . , fin−1, gin
⇔ Di1...in (χ |Lh−1) = 0,
for each selection of Fh ∪ Fh+1: fi1, . . . , fin−1, gin
⇔ χ |Lh−1 is a common zero of all Di1...in’s.
Let ht(χ) = h. Using the notation above, we let F¯h = {f¯1, . . . , f¯l} be a different basis of Lh
(and F¯h+1 be a different basis of Lh+1, if L = K), and F¯h−1 = {v¯1, . . . , v¯t } be a different
basis of Lh−1. Denote D¯i1...in for the polynomial defined through F¯h−1, F¯h (and F¯h+1 if
L = K).
Let Dh (respectively, D¯h) be the ideal of F [x1, . . . , xt ] generated by all Di1...in ’s (re-
spectively, D¯i1...in ’s).
3.6. Lemma. There is θ ∈ AutF (F [x1, . . . , xt ]), such that
θ
(
D¯h
)= Dh,i.e., Dh is independent of the bases of Lh−1, Lh (and Lh+1 if L = K).
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Since Dh (respectively, D¯h) is a graded ideal of F [x1, . . . , xt ] generated by D(1)h (respec-
tively, D¯(1)h ), it suffices to show that there is θ ∈ AutF (F [x1, . . . , xt ]), such that
θ
(
D¯
(1)
h
)= D(1)h . (∗)
For a matrix C ∈ Mm,n(F ) (respectively, Mn,m(F )), m > n, let C(i1 . . . in) denote the
n×n submatrix lies in the rows (respectively, columns ) of C indexed by {i1, . . . , in}. More
generally, let C ∈ Mm,n(F ). For index sets α ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and β ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we denote
the submatrix that lies in the rows of C indexed by α and the columns indexed by β as
C(α,β).
Define a F -linear map λ as
λ :
{
Lh−1 → F [x1, . . . , xt ],∑t
i=1 civi →
∑t
i=1 cixi .
Recall the matrix A = (f1, . . . , fl)T (D1, . . . ,Dn) for L = W,S,H , and A = A1 ⊕ A2 =
(f1, . . . , fl)T (D1, . . . ,Dn−1) ⊕ (g1, . . . , gm)T Dn for L = K . Then it is clear that for L =
W,S,H we have
detλ
(
A(i1 . . . in)
)= Di1...in .
For L = K , we have
detλ
(
A1(i1 . . . in−1)
)
λ
(
A2(in)
)= Di1...in .
To obtain (∗), we begin with the following two cases.
Case 1: F¯h−1 = Fh−1.
For L = W,S,H , assume (f¯1, . . . , f¯l) = (f1, . . . , fl)P T , P ∈ GLl (F ). Then
D¯i1...in = detλ
([(
f¯1, . . . , f¯l
)T
(D1, . . . ,Dn)
]
(i1 . . . in)
)
= detλ((f¯i1, . . . , f¯in)T (D1, . . . ,Dn))
= detλ(P(i1 . . . in)A)
= det(P(i1 . . . in)λ(A)) by the Cauchy–Binet formula [3, 0.8.7]
=
∑
1j1<···<jnl
detP(i1 . . . in, j1 . . . jn)Dj1...jn ∈ D(1)h .
Then we have D¯(1)h ⊆ D(1)h . Similarly we will have the other direction of the inclusion,
hence D¯(1)h = D(1)h .
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where P1 ∈ GLl (F ) and P2 = (pij ) ∈ GLm(F). Then
D¯i1...in = detλ
([(
f¯1, . . . , f¯l
)T
(D1, . . . ,Dn−1)
]
(i1 . . . in−1)
)
λ
([
(g¯1, . . . , g¯m)
T Dn
]
(in)
)
= detλ((f¯i1, . . . , f¯in−1)T (D1, . . . ,Dn−1))λ(g¯inDn)
= detλ(P1(i1 . . . in−1)A1)λ
( m∑
jn=1
pinjngjnDn
)
= det(P(i1 . . . in−1)λ(A1)) ·
m∑
jn=1
pinjnλ(gjnDn)
by the Cauchy–Binet formula [3, 0.8.7]
=
∑
1j1<···<jn−1l,1jnm
detP1(i1 . . . in−1, j1 . . . jn−1)Dj1...jn−1 · pinjnDjn
=
∑
1j1<···<jn−1l,1jnm
detP1(i1 . . . in−1, j1 . . . jn−1)pinjnDj1...jn ∈ D(1)h .
Then we have D¯(1)h ⊆ D(1)h . Similarly we will have the other direction of the inclusion,
hence D¯(1)h = D(1)h .
Case 2: F¯h = Fh.
Let λ¯ be the F -linear map defined through the new basis of Lh−1: v¯1, . . . , v¯t . Then
λ¯ :
{
Lh−1 → F [x1, . . . , xt ],∑t
i=1 ci v¯i →
∑t
i=1 cixi .
Assume (v¯1, . . . , v¯t ) = (v1, . . . , vt )Q, Q ∈ GLt (F ). We define
ϑ :
{
F t → F t ,
(c1, . . . , ct )T → (QT )−1(c1, . . . , ct )T .
Then ϑ is an automorphism of the affine variety F t . A direct computation then shows
that ϑ∗(x1, . . . , xt ) = (x1, . . . , xt )Q−1, where ϑ∗ is the automorphism of F [x1, . . . , xt ]
induced by ϑ . Then we have
λ¯(fpDq) = λ¯
(
(v1, . . . , vt )
(
c
pq
1 , . . . , c
pq
t
)T )
= λ¯((v¯1, . . . , v¯t )Q−1(cpq1 , . . . , cpqt )T )
= (x1, . . . , xt )Q−1
(
c
pq
1 , . . . , c
pq
t
)T
( ( ) ) ( )= ϑ∗ (x1, . . . , xt ) cpq1 , . . . , cpqt T = ϑ∗ λ(fpDq) .
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Then for L = W,S,H , we have
D¯i1...in = det λ¯
(
A(i1 . . . in)
)= detϑ∗λ(A(i1 . . . in))= ϑ∗Di1...in .
For L = K , we have
D¯i1...in = D¯i1...in−1D¯in = det λ¯
(
A1(i1 . . . in−1)
)
λ¯
(
A2(in)
)
= detϑ∗λ(A1(i1 . . . in−1))ϑ∗λ(A2(in))= ϑ∗Di1...in .
It follows that ϑ∗D(1)h = D¯(1)h .
Generally, denote D¯′h the ideal of F [x1, . . . , xt ] generated by polynomials D¯′i1...in which
is defined through Fh−1, F¯h (and F¯h+1 if L = K). Then by the conclusion in Case 1, we
have Dh = D¯′h, while from the conclusion of Case 2, there is ϑ∗ ∈ AutFF [x1, . . . , xt ] such
that ϑ∗(D¯′h) = D¯h, then ϑ∗(Dh) = D¯h. Let θ := (ϑ∗)−1. We have θ(D¯h) = Dh. 
3.7. Proposition. With the same notation as above, for each h, Dh = {0}.
Proof. Let Fh be a fixed basis of Lh. We prove that there is a selection of Fh (respectively,
Fh ∪ Fh+1 if L = K): fi1, . . . , fin (respectively, fi1, . . . , fin−1, gin if L = K), such that
Di1...in = 0, for an appropriately chosen basis of Lh−1.
For L = W , taking a = (a1, . . . , an) with |a| = h and a1 = 0, an action of the symmetric
group on a is defined by: σa = (aσ−1(1), . . . , aσ−1(n)). Let L be the nonzero elements of
the matrix (x(a)D1, x((12)a)D2, . . . , x((1n)a)Dn)T (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn). Then it is easy to see
that
{[
x(a)D1,D1
]
, . . . ,
[
x((1n)a)Dn,Dn
]}⊆ L.
We claim that L is linearly independent.
Let I := {(i, j) | [x((1i)a)Di,Dj ] = 0,1 i, j  n}. If
∑
(i,j)∈I
cij
[
x((1i)a)Di,Dj
]= 0,
then
∑
(i,j)∈I
cij x
((1i)a−j )Di = 0.
It follows that for each fixed i,
∑
(i,j)∈I cij x((1i)a−j )Di = 0. Thus, we get cij = 0 for
every (i, j) ∈ I . The claim holds.
For the selection of Fh: f1 := x(a)D1, f2 := x((12)a)D2, . . . , fn := x((1n)a)Dn, and a
basis Fh−1 of Wh−1 involving L:
[ ] [ ]
v1 := x(a)D1,D1 , . . . , vn := x((1n)a)Dn,Dn , vn+1, . . . , vt ,
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or xk ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ] for some k > n. Therefore D12...n = 0 trivially holds.
For L = S, assume h+ 2 = q(p − 1)+ r , 0 < r  p − 1. We take a ∈ C as:
a = (r,p − 1, . . . , (q+1)p − 1,0, . . . ,0).
Denote the cycle (12 . . . n) by σ . We prove first that f1 := D12x(a), f2 := D23x(σa), . . . ,
fn−1 := Dn−1,nx(σn−2a), fn := Dn1x(σn−1a) are linearly independent in Sh.
If c1D12x(a) + c2D23x(σa) + · · · + cn−1Dn−1,nx(σn−2a) + cnDn1x(σn−1a) = 0, then
c1
(
x(a−2)D1 − x(a−1)D2
)+ c2(x(σa−3)D2 − x(σa−2)D3)+ · · ·
+ cn−1
(
x(σ
n−2a−n)Dn−1 − x(σn−2a−n−1)Dn
)
+ cn
(
x(σ
n−1a−1)Dn − x(σn−1a−n)D1
)= 0.
We define Dn+1 := D1 and n+i := i , i = 1,2, then we get
cix
(σ i−1a−i )Di+1 − ci+1x(σ ia−i+2)Di+1 = 0, (i)
for every 1 i  n.
If r > 1, then (σ i−1a − i)i = r − 1. But if x(σ ia−i+2)Di+1 is well defined, i.e.,
(σ ia)i+2 > 0, then (σ ia − i+2)i equals either p − 1 or 0. Therefore we get ci = 0 for
each 1 i  n.
If r = 1, we have q > 0 by the assumption |a| = h+ 2 > 2. It follows that
(
σ i−1a − i
)
i+1 = p − 1.
Since (σ ia − i+2)i+1 = r = 1 and p  5, we get ci = 0 for each 1  i  n. Then
f1, . . . , fn are linearly independent.
We claim that f1D1, . . . , fnDn are linearly independent, and
〈fiDi | i = 1, . . . , n〉 ∩ 〈fiDj | 1 i = j  n〉 = {0}.
Recall that [Dk,Dij (f )] = Dij (Dk(f )). It suffices to show that cii = 0 if given∑
cij fiDj = 0. By the definition of fi ’s we get
n∑
j=1
[
c1j
(
x(a−j−2)D1 − x(a−j−1)D2
)+ c2j (x(σa−j−3)D2 − x(σa−j−2)D3)
+ · · · + cn−1,j
(
x(σ
n−2a−j−n)Dn−1 − x(σn−2a−j−n−1)Dn
)
( n−1 n−1 )]+ cnj x(σ a−j−1)Dn − x(σ a−j−n)D1 = 0.
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n∑
j=1
[
c1j x
(a−j−1)D2 − c2j x(σa−j−3)D2
]= 0, (1)
. . .
n∑
j=1
[
cn−1,j x(σ
n−2a−j−n−1)Dn − cnj x(σn−1a−j−1)Dn
]= 0, (n− 1)
n∑
j=1
[
cnj x
(σn−1a−j−n)D1 − c1j x(a−j−2)D1
]= 0. (n)
In the following, we use the notion Dn+1 := D1 and n+1 := 1 again.
If r > 2, on the left (i), the only term involving the n-tuple with the smallest nonzero
component r − 2 is ciix(σ i−1a−2i )Di+1. Therefore we get cii = 0 for each 1 i  n.
If r = 2, on the left (i), the only term involving the n-tuple with exact (n − q) zero
components is ciix(σ
i−1a−2i )Di+1. Therefore we get cii = 0 for each 1 i  n.
If r = 1, since h+ 2 4 we get q > 0. We rearrange the tag numbers of the n equations
as follows: (n) → (E1), (1) → (E2), . . . , (n − 1) → (En). In the summations on the left
(Ei), the only term involving the n-tuple b with exact (n− q) zero components and bi = 0
is −ciix(σ i−1a−i−i+1)Di . Then we get cii = 0 for each 1 i  n. So the claim holds.
Let L be a maximal linearly independent subset of the n2 elements in matrix
(f1, f2, . . . , fn)
T (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn).
By the claim above we see that f1D1, . . . , fnDn ∈ L. Fixing a basis Fh−1 of Sh−1 contain-
ing L:
v1 := f1D1, . . . , vn := fnDn, vn+1, . . . , vt ,
for the selection of Fh: f1, f2, . . . , fn, we have D1...n = det(Tij ), where Tii = xi ∈
F [x1, . . . , xt ], i = 1, . . . , n; for 1 i = j  n, Tij is a linear combination of the xk’s with
k > n. Then it is clear that D1...n = 0.
For L = H , suppose h+ 2 = q(p − 1)+ γ , 0 < γ  p − 1, we take a ∈ C as:
a = (γ,p − 1, . . . , (q+1)p − 1,0, . . . ,0).
Let σ = (12 . . . n). Since a < τ by the definition of H and kerDH = F1 [7, Lemma 4.1,
p. 163], f1 := DHx(a), f2 := DHx(σa), . . . , fn := DHx(σn−1a) are linearly independent
in Hh. By [7, Lemma 4.3, p. 164], we have [Di,DHx(b)] = DHx(b−i ).
We claim that f1D1, . . . , fnDn are linearly independent and〈fiDi | i = 1, . . . , n〉 ∩ 〈fiDj | 1 i = j  n〉 = {0}.
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∑
cij [DHx(σ i−1a),Dj ] = 0, cij ∈ F , then we have
−
∑
cijDHx
(σ i−1a−j ) = DH
(∑
cij x
(σ i−1a−j )
)
= 0.
Since h 2 and kerDH = F1, we have
∑
cij x
(σ i−1a−j ) = 0. (∗∗)
If γ = 1, the terms on the left (∗∗) involving the n-tuple (σ i−1a − j ) with exact n− q
zero components are (σ i−1a − i)’s. Then we have
∑
ciix
(σ i−1a−i ) = 0 and
∑
i =j
cij x
(σ i−1a−j ) = 0.
It follows that cii = 0.
If γ > 1, the terms on the left (∗∗) involving the n-tuple (σ i−1a − j ) with the smallest
nonzero component γ − 1 are (σ i−1a − i)’s. Then we have
∑
ciix
(σ i−1a−i ) = 0 and
∑
i =j
cij x
(σ i−1a−j ) = 0.
It follows that cii = 0, then the claim holds.
Let L be a maximal independent set of the elements in the matrix
(f1, . . . , fn)
T (D1, . . . ,Dn).
We may choose by the claim above the L such that fiDi ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , n. Fixing a basis
Fh−1 of Hh−1 containing L:
v1 := f1D1, . . . , vn := fnDn, vn+1, . . . , vt ,
for the selection of Fh: f1, f2, . . . , fn, we have D1...n = det(Tij ), where Tii = xi ∈
F [x1, . . . , xt ], i = 1, . . . , n; for 1 i = j  n, Tij is a linear combination of the xk’s with
k > n. Then it is clear that D1...n = 0.
For L = K , let h+ 2 = q(p − 1)+ γ , 0 < γ  p − 1 and let σ = (12 . . . n− 1). Recall
that n = 2r + 1. Let a = σ r−1b, where
b = (γ,p − 1, . . . , (q+1)p − 1,0, . . . ,0).
Then it is easy to see that (σ ka)k′ = γ , 1 k  2r . Recall that
〈
Dn,x
(a)
〉= 2x(a−n), (1)〈 〉Dj,x
(a) = σ(j)x(a−j ′ ) + (aj + 1)x(a+j−n), 1 j  2r. (2)
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D1...n = 0, we need only to show that D1...n−1 = 0.
We claim that f1D1, . . . , fn−1Dn−1 are linearly independent and
〈fiDi | i = 1, . . . , n− 1〉 ∩ 〈fiDj | 1 i = j  n− 1〉 = {0}.
Suppose
∑2r
i,j=1 cij fiDj = 0, cij ∈ F , then
2r∑
i,j=1
cij
[
σ(j)x
(σ ia−j ′ ) + ((σ ia)
j
+ 1)x(σ ia+j−n)]= 0. (∗∗∗)
If q < n− 1, (σ ia)n = 0 for every 1 i  2r , then we get
2r∑
i,j=1
cij σ (j)x
(σ ia−j ′ ) = 0.
Applying a similar argument as that used in the case H , we will get cii = 0, for 1 i  2r .
If q = n−1, then we have b = (γ,p−1, . . . , p−1), it then follows that (σ ia)n = p−1.
On the left (∗∗∗), taking all the terms involving the n-tuple with an = p − 1, we get
2r∑
i,j=1
cij σ (j)x
(σ ia−j ′ ) = 0.
Then again we have cii = 0 and ∑2ri =j cij fiDj = 0. So the claim holds.
Let L be a maximal independent set of the elements in the matrix
(f1, . . . , fn−1)T (D1, . . . ,Dn−1).
We may choose by the claim above the L such that fiDi ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Fixing a basis Fh−1 of Kh−1 containing L:
v1 := f1D1, . . . , vn−1 := fn−1Dn−1, vn, . . . , vt ,
for the selection of Fh ∪ Fh+1: f1, f2, . . . , fn, we have D1...n−1 = det(Tij ), where Tii =
xi ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ], i = 1, . . . , n − 1; for 1 i = j  n − 1, Tij is a linear combination of
the xk’s with k > n− 1. Then it is clear that D1...n−1 = 0. 
Set S = {χ |Lh−1 | χ ∈ L∗, χ is singular and ht(χ) = h}. For f ∈ F [x1, . . . , xt ], let ν(f )
denote all the zeros of f in F t . Then we have
(
S∪ {0})= ν(Dh) := ⋂ ν(Di1...in ).1i1<···<inl
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rem 2, p. 69], we have
3.8. Corollary. dim(S∪ {0}) t − 1.
Let ht(χ) = h with 2  h  sL − δLK . Because the set {χ |Lh−1 | χ is nonsingular}
is an open, dense subset of L∗h−1 by the corollary (respectively, by 2.6, {χ |Lh−1 | χ is
nonsingular}∪{0} = L∗h−1 if h < p−2+δLW ), it follows from 2.5 that the induced module
Zχ is simple for “most” characters χ .
In the following we study the simple L-modules with a class of singular characters.
Assume χ is singular with rank r and ht(χ) = h  4 (Note that by 3.5 this condition is
satisfied if we assume p > 5. If p = 5, it is satisfied when L = W .)
Denote k − δLK by k˜ for every k ∈ Z+. Let χ be singular with rank r and ht(χ) = h,
and let {f1, . . . , fl} be a standard basis of Lh. If L = K , we assume χ(A2) = 0, hence
rank χ(A1) = r − 1. By the definition there is a subset I = {i1, . . . , ir˜} ⊆ {1, . . . , n˜}, such
that the matrix χ((f1, . . . , fl)T (Di1 , . . . ,Dir˜)) has an invertible r˜× r˜ minor.
Definition. Let L = W,S,H,K , and let χ ∈ L∗ with ht(χ) = h. For a partition of the set
{1, . . . , n˜}: {1, . . . , n˜} = I ∪ J , I ∩ J = {}, where I = {i1, . . . , ir˜} and J = {ir˜+1, . . . , in˜},
we assume χ satisfies the following:
(a) χ((f1, . . . , fl)T (Di1 , . . . ,Dir˜)) has an invertible r˜× r˜ minor,
(b) χ([Lh,Dj ]) = 0, for every j ∈ J ,
(c) there is a L0-submodule ∆ ⊆ Lh−1 with χ(∆) = 0,
(d) there are elements fr˜+1, . . . , fn˜ ∈ ∆ such that the matrix
B = (bij ) := χ
(
(fr˜+1, . . . , fn˜)T (Dir˜+1, . . . ,Din˜)
)
is invertible. Then it is clear that χ is singular with rank r. χ is called ∆-invertible.
Examples. Let L = W and h = n(p − 1) − 1. Fixing r, 1  r < n, we define χ |Wh−1
such that χ(x(τ−i )Dj ) = δij δir, then a direct computation shows that χ is singular with
rank r. Let
∆ =
∑
i =j
F
(
x(τ−i )Dj − x(τ−j )Di
)
.
Taking n − r linearly independent elements fr+1, . . . , fn from ∆, then it is easy to check
that
(1) ∆ is a W0-submodule,
(2) χ(∆) = 0,
(3) {fiDj | r+ 1 i, j  n} ⊆ Wh−2 is linearly independent.
We further define χ |Wh−2 such that χ((fr+1, . . . , fn)T (Dr+1, . . . ,Dn)) is invertible,
then χ is ∆-invertible.
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χΦ is ∆-invertible, then for any simple u(L0, χ)-module M , the induced module Zχ =
u(L,χ)⊗u(L0,χ) M is simple.
Proof. By the remarks preceding 2.4, we may assume that χ is ∆-invertible. Without the
loss of generality, we assume I = {1, . . . , r˜}. Since h  4, χ([Lh−2,Lh−2]) = 0. Let M
be a simple u(Lh−2, χ)-submodule of Zχ . Then M is 1-dimensional. Let M = Fv and
v =∑|s|a Ds ⊗ u(s). By the proof of 2.5, it suffices to show that v ∈ M , or equivalently
a = 0.
Since M is also a simple u(Lh−1, χ)-module, by 2.3 we have for all s with |s| = a,
s1 = · · · = sr = 0 if L = W,S,H .
For L = K , by the assumption χ(A2) = 0, we have by 2.3 that sn = 0 for all s, |s| = a.
It is clear from definition (a) that χ(A1) = (Ar˜|0), where the l × (r − 1) matrix Ar˜ has
an invertible (r− 1) × (r− 1) minor. Applying Proposition 2.3 again, we have s1 = · · · =
sr−1 = 0.
We are completing the proof only for L = W,S,H , the proof for the case L = K can
be completed similarly with only an adjustment of the subscripts.
By the definition, there exists a L0-submodule ∆ ⊆ Lh−1, such that χ(∆) = 0. Then
∆ + Lh is an ideal of L0 on which χ vanishes. [7, Corollary 3.8, p. 19] then says that
(∆+Lh)M = 0.
Let fr+1, . . . , fn ∈ ∆ satisfy the condition (d) in the definition above. Applying fl (l =
r+ 1, . . . , n) to v, we have
0 = χ(fl)v = flv
=
∑
|s|a
Ds ⊗ flu(s)+
∑
|s|a
n∑
i=1
siD
s−i ⊗ (flDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1)
=
∑
|s|=a
n∑
i=1
siD
s−i ⊗ (flDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1)
=
∑
|s|=a
n∑
i=r+1
siD
s−i ⊗ (flDi)u(s)+ o(a − 1).
It follows that
∑
|s|=a
∑n
i=r+1 siDs−i ⊗ (flDi)u(s) = 0. Since flDi ∈ Lh−2, by 2.1 we
have (flDi)u(s) = χ(flDi)u(s) = bliu(s), for all s, |s| = a, where B = (bij ) is the invert-
ible matrix given in the definition (d). Then we have
∑ n∑
siD
s−i ⊗ bliu(s) = 0.
|s|=a i=r+1
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∑
|t |=a−1
Dt ⊗
n∑
i=r+1
bli(ti + 1)u(t + i) = 0.
Thus, for every t with |t | = a − 1, we get
n∑
i=r+1
bli(ti + 1)u(t + i) = 0, l = r+ 1, . . . , n.
Since B is invertible, we get (ti + 1)u(t + i) = 0, for all t , |t | = a − 1, and for all i =
r + 1, . . . , n. It follows that siu(s) = 0, for all s, |s| = a, and for all i = r + 1, . . . , n.
Then we have |a| = 0, and consequently, v ∈ M . Hence Zχ has as the unique simple
u(L0, χ)-submodule M . Therefore, Zχ is a simple u(L,χ)-module. 
4. Main results
In this final section, we state the main theorem.
4.1. Theorem. Let L be the restricted simple Lie algebra of Cartan type, and let χ ∈ L∗
with height ht(χ) = h, 2 h sL − δLK . If χ is nonsingular or ∆-invertible, then every
simple u(L,χ)-module is induced by its unique simple u(L0, χ)-submodule.
Proof. Let N be a simple u(L,χ)-module. Assume χ is nonsingular or ∆-invertible. Tak-
ing a simple u(L0, χ)-submodule of N, denoted M , then the imbedding homomorphism
id :M → N induces a u(L,χ)-module epimorphism ρ :Zχ → N. By 2.5 and 3.9, Zχ is
simple, it then follows that ρ is an isomorphism. From the proof of 2.5 and 3.9 we see
that M is the unique simple u(L0, χ)-submodule of Zχ , then N has as its unique simple
u(L0, χ)-submodule M . 
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